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introduCtion
“It’s not magic, it’s science. Magic is doing something and hoping 
it works, science is repeatable process. So please, don’t call me a 
magician, I’m a woman of science.”  
 

Kallen Telos, initiate of the Burnhaven University

To the uninitiated, alchemy is just magic in a bottle, a stranger 
version of the sorcery and witchcraft that already pervades the 
world. Those who believe this don’t truly understand what 
alchemy is, an effort to solve universal truths and understand 
the world around them in a deeper sense. While yes, alchemy 
does contain its roots in traditional magic (as seen by extracts 
working as spells and requiring the alchemist’s own magical 
reserves to work), it is as much a science as any other, its 
practitioners seeking a greater understanding of the world 
around them.

Searching for these answers through combinations of 
bizarre reagents, unethical medical experimentations, and 
other less savory avenues, what separates an alchemist 
from common mages is how they treat their craft. 
Experimentation is at the forefront of their goals, an innate 
drive for learning that can not only be proven but also 
shared by their fellow scientists. Almost all alchemists have 
a single piece of information that drives their research, an 
underlying question to their own psyche which demands 
an answer. Having tried other avenues to figure out this 
inscrutable piece of information, they trust in science to 
make sense of this issue, demanding an answer for their 
most dire of questions.

Alchemists are thinkers, depending on their quick wits 
and razor-sharp intellect to keep them safe on and off the 
battlefield. The greatest of them shape the world around 
them, leading to discoveries which change the course of 
events for decades to come. To be an alchemist is to change 

the world.

NEw DiscoVERiEs
“A little of this, and a lot of that, and a pinch of...well, not making 
that mistake again. Put it all together in a vial and you get...a 
concoction that’ll make your hair longer, your smile whiter, and 
remove those crow’s feet!”  
 

Nyla Queen, journeyman alchemist and beautician

GENERAL DiscoVERiEs
General discoveries can be taken by any character as long 
as they meet the prerequisites. Some discoveries will have 
the [Preparation] tag; the alchemist must pay the cost of 
these discovery once per day (generally when they brew 
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their extracts each day), and their effects last for 24 hours. 
An alchemist can have any amount of discoveries with the 
[Preparation] tag active as they wish.

CombinE ExtrACts

Benefit: When the alchemist creates an extract, they can 
place two formulae into one extract. When the extract is 
consumed, both formulae take effect. This extract has a 
level two levels higher than the highest-level formulae 
placed in the extract (if the alchemist combined a cure light 
wounds and invisibility spell, it would require a 4th-level 
extract slot).

EphEmErAl AlChEmy

Quintessence Cost: 1

Benefit: The alchemist can create an image in a space 
adjacent to them as a move action, as silent image, using 
their alchemist level as the spell’s caster level. The image 
they create remains for a number of minutes equal to their 
alchemist level. They can dismiss this image as a free action. 
At 6th level, the image can also produce minor sounds, as 
minor image. At 10th level, the image can also produces sound, 
smell, and heat, as major image.

nAturAl rEgEnErAtion [prEpArAtion]
Quintessence Cost: 1

Benefit: As a free action once per round, the alchemist 
can heal 5 hit points as if they had the fast healing ability. 
They can heal 5 hit points per day in this manner for 
each alchemist level they possess. If the alchemist falls 
unconscious because of hit point damage and still has 
healing available from this ability, the ability activates 
automatically each round until they are conscious again or 
the ability is depleted for the day. While the alchemist has 
any hit points recoverable to them from this ability, they 
cannot die from hit point loss. At 8th level, whenever the 
alchemist heals from this ability, they are also treated as 
though under the effects of a regenerate spell, targeting any 
missing body parts or such that they have.

prEsErvEd rEvivifiCAtion

Quintessence Cost: 1

Benefit: As a full-round action, an alchemist can expend 
a 1st-level extract they have prepared to create a creature, 
as summon monster I, using their level as the spell’s caster 
level. The extract is expended as if the alchemist had 
consumed it. The alchemist can expend a higher-level 
extract when using this ability to create a creature using a 
summon monster spell of a level equal to the level of extract 
expended. For example, if the alchemist expends a 4th-
level extract, they can create a creature as if using summon 

monster IV. At 6th level and every six levels afterwards, 
they can spend an additional point of quintessence to 
increase the level of the summoned monster by 1 (an 18th 
level alchemist could spend 4 points of quintessence and 
expend a 6th-level extract to create a creature as though 
using summon monster IX).

rEgEnErAtivE touCh

Prerequisite(s): Natural regeneration, Alchemist 6th.

Benefit: As a move or swift action, the alchemist may 
touch a creature and apply 1 round’s effect of their natural 
regeneration discovery to that creature; this counts toward 
their spontaneous healing limit for the day. At 10th level, this 
can be done as a free action once per round and is not limited 
to 1 round’s worth of their natural regeneration discovery’s 
limit, instead being able to heal up to 20 hit points per use 
(this removal of limitation also applies for how much the 
alchemist can heal from their natural regeneration discovery 
each round).

upliftEd CompAnion

Prerequisite(s): A familiar (including a tumor familiar), 
animal companion, or other bonded creature with an 
intelligence score, Alchemist 6th.
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Benefit: The alchemist’s familiar, animal companion, or 
other bonded creature with an Intelligence score has its 
Intelligence increased by 8. This does not apply to familiars 
that do not use the normal familiar Intelligence score, such 
as many familiars selected with the Improved Familiar 
feat. This may grant it additional skill points as normal for 
increases to Intelligence and allow it to select different feats.

Special: An alchemist may select this discovery multiple 
times, each time choosing a different familiar, animal 
companion, or other bonded creature.

BomB DiscoVERiEs
Bomb discoveries can be taken by any character with the 
bomb class feature. Some discoveries will come with a 
quintessence cost listed in their description; this is the 
amount of quintessence required to apply that discovery to 
a bomb and is applied as soon as the bomb is created. Some 
discoveries come with the [Shape] or [Substance] tag; an 
alchemist can only apply one of each tag to a single bomb (so 
a bomb could possess expanded explosion and frost bomb, 
but not frost bomb and acid bomb).

AlignEd bomb [substAnCE]
Prerequisite(s): Alchemist 4th.

Quintessence Cost: 1

Benefit: When the alchemist creates a bomb, they can 
choose to have it deal aligned divine damage, choosing an 
alignment upon creation (this alignment cannot be one that 
opposes their own). Creatures with an alignment that directly 
opposes the bomb’s alignment (good/evil or law/chaos) that 
take a direct hit from an aligned bomb must succeed at a 
Fortitude save or be staggered on their next turn. Against 
creatures who are neutral to the bomb’s aligned axis, aligned 
bombs deal half damage, and such targets are not affected 
by their staggering effect. Aligned bombs have no effect on 
creatures that share the bomb’s alignment.

brEAth WEApon bomb [shApE]
Benefit: Instead of drawing the components of, creating, 

and throwing a bomb, the alchemist can draw the 
components, drink them, mix them within their body, and 
then expel them as a breath weapon as an attack action (if 
the alchemist has the ability to throw multiple bombs, they 
may use this discovery with each bomb they would be able 
to throw). This breath weapon is a 15-foot cone or 30-foot 
line and has the same DC as the bomb. Each creature within 
the cone takes damage as if it had suffered a direct hit from 
the alchemist’s bomb but succeeding at a Reflex save (DC 
= 10 + 1/2 the alchemist’s level + the alchemist’s Intelligent 
modifier) halves the damage. Drawing, drinking, and 
expelling breath weapon bombs does not provoke attacks 

of opportunity. At 10th level, this instead becomes a 30-foot 
cone or 60-foot line.

dEmolition ChArgE

Benefit: When the alchemist creates a bomb, they can 
choose to have it deal damage to an object as if by a sunder 
combat maneuver, ignoring an amount of hardness equal 
to their alchemist level. If the item is worn or held by an 
opponent, the item is considered the direct target, and the 
wearer/holder takes splash damage from the blast. If the 
object is unattended, a demolition charge instead bypasses 
the object’s hardness on a direct hit; this bonus doesn’t affect 
the bomb’s splash damage. If the bomb reduces an inanimate 
target to half its hit points or fewer, it blows a hole 5 feet wide 
and 5 feet deep in the target.

grAvity dEtonAtion

Prerequisite(s): Void Bomb

Benefit: Whenever the alchemist creates a void bomb, they 
can choose to instead create a gravity bomb. The target takes 
damage as if hit by a void bomb. All other creatures within 
5 feet of the target are subject to a bull rush. The alchemist 
uses their alchemist class level in place of their Combat 
Maneuver Bonus and adds their Intelligence modifier in 
place of their Strength or Dexterity modifier to resolve the 
bull rush attempts. Creatures moved by a gravity bomb are 
pushed directly away from the target’s square.

implAnt bomb

Prerequisite(s): Delayed detonation discovery.

Benefit: The alchemist can implant a bomb in a willing or 
helpless creature (a mindless creature under their control, 
such as a zombie, counts as willing for this purpose); this 
takes 1 hour. When the implanted creature dies or is 
destroyed, the bomb detonates in the creature’s square as 
if it were a delayed bomb set by the alchemist (though they 
can set the bomb’s damage to less than your normal bomb 
damage). The alchemist can use any [substance] discoveries 
on this implanted bomb but not [shape] discoveries. The 
bomb automatically detonates 24 hours after it is implanted 
it in the creature.

The alchemist can spend 3 points of quintessence 
when using this discovery, if they do, the bomb does not 
automatically detonate after 24 hours, and only detonates if 
the creature dies or is destroyed. The alchemist can only have 
a number of creatures implanted with bombs equal to their 
Intelligence modifier at once.

Implanting a bomb is as invasive as using the Heal skill 
to treat deadly wounds and leaves surgical scars unless the 
creature is healed by magic or abilities such as regeneration 
or fast healing. Some creatures (such as oozes, elementals, 
and creatures with the incorporeal quality) cannot have 
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bombs implanted in them. Removing an implanted bomb 
requires a Heal check to treat deadly wounds, followed by a 
dispel magic spell or Disable Device check to neutralize the 
bomb (DC = 11 + alchemist‘s caster level).

minE dEtonAtion

Prerequisite(s): Delayed Detonation.

Benefit: The alchemist can spend 1 minute to create a trap 
with their bomb against a solid surface, obscuring it from 
view. A creature who is unaware of this trap must make a 
successful Perception check (DC 10 + the alchemist’s class 
level + their Intelligence modifier) to spot it. When a creature 
enters a square containing this trap, it explodes, dealing 
normal bomb damage to all creatures in its square (DC = 10 
+ 1/2 the alchemist’s class level + their Intelligence modifier; 
Reflex half ) and splash damage to every creature adjacent 
to that square. This trap can be disarmed with a successful 
Disable Device check (with a DC equal to the trap’s save DC); 
otherwise, it lasts until the next time the alchemist refreshes 
their daily bombs. When the alchemist uses this discovery, 
they can designate a number of allies up to their Intelligence 
modifier, allowing the designated allies to pass safely through 
the trap’s square without causing it to detonate. If another 
creature triggers the trip mine while an ally is nearby, the ally 
still takes damage as normal.

pErpEtuAl pit

Prerequisite(s): Pit bomb, alchemist 10th.

Benefit: Whenever the alchemist applies the pit bomb 
discovery to a bomb, they can spend 1 additional point of 
quintessence to instead create an acid pitAPG spell. At 14th 
level, it can instead create a hungry pitAPG spell.

pit bomb [substAnCE]
Prerequisite(s): Alchemist 4th.

Quintessence Cost: 1

Benefit: When the alchemist creates a bomb, they can 
choose to have it deal no damage and making no noise, 
instead no longer able to target a creature. A pit bomb must 
instead target a square, making it the target of a create pitAPG 
spell, using the alchemist’s class level as their caster level for 
the purpose of its effects. At 8th level, it can instead creates a 
spiked pitAPG spell.

puddlE dEtonAtion [shApE]
Benefit: When the alchemist creates a bomb, they can choose 

to have it be unable target a creature, instead targeting a single 
square and only dealing splash damage. The bomb creates 
a puddle in its splash radius for a number of rounds equal 
to the alchemist’s intelligence bonus (minimum 1). Each 
creature which starts its turn within this area takes damage 

equal to the bomb’s splash damage. A creature caught in the 
puddle when it is first created can attempt a Reflex save for 
half damage. If the alchemist is adjacent to this puddle, they 
can remove its effects from 1 square as a free action.

rEAnimAting Explosion

Prerequisite(s): Alchemist 8th, alchemical zombie discovery.

Quintessence Cost: 1

Benefit: Until the beginning of the alchemist’s next round, 
if a creature is killed by a bomb’s damage or effect, its corpse 
is immediately reanimated as an undead creature with the 
skeleton template. Skeletons that are created in this manner 
count as undead created by animate dead for the purposes of 
determining how many undead the alchemist can control.

void bomb [substAnCE]
Prerequisite(s): Alchemist 6th.

Quintessence Cost: 1

Benefit: When the alchemist creates a bomb, they can choose 
to have it create a powerful gravitic force. Void bombs deals 
bludgeoning damage, and a creature hit by the bomb must 
succeed at a Reflex save against the bomb’s DC. If it fails, it is 
knocked prone and all of its movement speeds are reduced 
to 5 feet for 1 round. If it succeeds, all of its movement speeds 
are reduced to 5 feet for 1 round. Other creatures within 5 feet 
of the bomb’s target take no damage but must succeed at a 
Reflex save against the bomb’s DC or have all their movement 
speeds reduced to 5 feet for 1 round.

WildCArd dEmolitionist

Prerequisite(s): 3 or more [shape] or [substance] discoveries.

Benefit: The alchemist gains a [shape] or [substance] 
discovery of their choice; once per day, they can choose to 
change that discovery to a different [shape] or [substance] 
discovery for which they qualify.

mutAGENic DiscoVERiEs
Mutagenic discoveries can be taken by any character with 
the mutagenic discipline. Some discoveries will come with 
a quintessence cost listed in their description; this is the 
amount of quintessence required to apply that discovery to a 
mutagen (in addition to the cost needed to create a mutagen). 
Some discoveries will come with the [Evolution] tag; a 
mutagen can only apply a single discovery with an [Evolution] 
discovery applied to it. In addition, an [Evolution] discovery 
cannot grant an alchemist more than 5 natural attacks; if 
it would do so, the alchemist has to choose which natural 
attacks to gain and lose (e.g.; an alchemist with four claw 
attacks and the winged evolution could spend 1 quintessence 
to gain a single wing buffet attack, but not both).
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